
 

Minutes of PMI AGM 2019 
Thursday 01.05.2019 Kingswood House Hotel, Dublin 

 

Greeting: 

Eoin McAtamney (President 2018/2019) opened the meeting and thanked all for 

attending the AGM of the PMI, especially the new committee members, outlined 

the agenda for the meeting, invited Q & A from the floor following each of the 

presentations and then called for the 2018 AGM minutes to be read. Eoin 

confirmed that Padraig Ryan, the incoming president who will takes over tonight, 

would be introduced.  

 

Minutes and Secretarial Report: 

I reminded all that the meeting would be recorded for minute taking purposes. 

 

I (Rachel O’Beirne) then read the minutes from the 2018 AGM and with no issues 

arising, the 2018 AGM minutes were approved by Shane Fitzgerald and seconded 

by Eoin McAtamney.  

 

Executive Committee Notice: 

I thanked David Keys and Peter Daly for all their hard work and commitment during 

their time on the PMI Committee.  

 

David was on the committee since 2008. 

He was our Former President of the Institute during 2015.2016. He was 

instrumental in undertaking the recent strategic review of the PMI which saw him 

return to the committee for the past few years.  

 

Peter was on the committee since 2012 and has seen many changes take place.  He 

has been part of the Masterclass sub-committees and was supportive when the 

Institute changed the Christmas Lunch to a Charity event, with Cancer West being 

the first charity of the PMI.  

 

Both have been highly influential, loyal and played an integral part in the Institute. 

They have worked on many events and will be missed. We wish them well and 

thank them for their support. 

 

Opening address – Eoin McAtamney, PMI President: 

Eoin thanked Rachel for reading the minutes and then proceeded with an overview 

of the past year 2018.2019.  



 

 

Eoin went back to last year, to use it to frame the AGM this evening, the 3 pillars of 

our membership - relevancy, sustainability and an increase of our membership. The 

Strategic Review is something we will keep coming back to as the PMI needed a 

different approach, with the new commercial model to bring it forward, which is in 

place. The increased membership engagement and feedback from sponsorship has 

occurred and the narrative regarding the PMI is in a good place. We have taken on 

new things and gone places which has been contentious, such as the Biosimilars 

Forum last November, which created a lot of noise from both sides but it was a 

great event. It is all good conversation to have and our social media presence has 

grown over the past 12 months. The output for this has ensured there has been 

increased numbers at events and our profitability is better, our cash generation is 

very good from our events, our income during 2018.2019 has been really good. We 

have also ensured more relevancy for our members going to our events and for 

sponsors at the events and we are getting the right people to attend and engage 

with them. We still need investment to maintain this approach and we will see that 

in the Treasurer’s report.  

 

The committee has been integral to ensure the past year has been a success and 

we have had a massive change in the committee over the past 2 years and again 

this year, 4 new members at this AGM. The skills have tipped from a supplier’s base 

to a pharmaceutical based committee which is back to where it would have been 

which is very positive.    

 

Eoin acknowledged that the industry has gone through and is going through a 

change which is continuing. Over the past year it has contracted again which has 

meant compromises and further industry redundancies. As a result, there is less 

managers to join as members, but we have grown the PMI membership and 

therefore the market share. The industry remains a tough place to do business in, 

it is compromised, so it is more important that ever that the PMI holds relevant 

events – being engaged and talking to people. Value creation needs to remain the 

backbone of anything that we do. During the board meeting earlier, we discussed 

that there is slow update of meetings until just before and we need to encourage 

that senior management attend because of the content and not last-minute 

registration. We need to ensure our events are topical for all members to engage.  

 

Sustainability – we need to ensure our events are profitable. Sponsorship is hard to 

get, it is tough to get companies on board to sponsor our events. We need more 

people paying to come to PMI events in order to ensure we can continue to hold 

the events.  



 

 

Personal growth for Fiona – it has been great to see her grow over the past few 

years and learn about the industry. From the outside looking in as it can be a 

complicated place to understand. It has been fantastic to see. Fiona’s approach for 

moving forward to position our events has been really successful. We had a really 

successful 2018 and 2019 should be even better as we build on the previous year’s 

success.  

 

Networking has remained a stable in the PMI. The Business day this year and the 

format of it was more conducive to it which is vitally important for the PMI. All of 

these things are good to hold onto moving forward this year. The PMI needs to be 

enjoyable and benefit its members. If it is not enjoyable and a bit of craic, no one 

will attend.  

 

2018.2019 was the 3rd year for the new commercial model – there was initial 

investment in that and we continue to feel that in our cost of sales. I took on the 

Presidency in 2017 and there was a massive learning curve moving into the 

position. I would like to thank the committee members for their support and other 

members that were on the committee beforehand. It has been useful to draw on 

people’s experiences and expertise and be able to pick up the phone and chat when 

needed. 

 

New blood, particularly from those that are working in the high-tech space which 

continues to be a hot topic.  

 

We are moving into a good year, new people, a good position, a fantastic team who 

work well together and are very strong, including Fiona and Clodagh. The events 

and quality of them are getting better and better. The narrative around the PMI 

and feedback is more positive, it is excellent. But I also hear the negative – and that 

is what we also take onboard but the vast majority of it is really good.   

 

To look to 2019 it’s across the 3 pillars – engaging with the members, relevancy of 

events – make sure the PMI does the right by their members and have topical 

content and of course, sustainability to generate enough cash.  

 

Eoin, on behalf of David Keyes presented the Hon Treasurer’s Report. 

 

Eoin McAtamney - Hon Treasurer’s Report: 

Eoin presented the treasurers report, prepared by David Keys who was the Hon 

Treasurer up to this evening’s AGM. We will look at the trend analysis, the income 



 

and expenditure over the last 7 years, from 2012 up to the 2018 actuals. The reason 

behind the new commercial model was to correct what was happening with income 

falling. We activated it in 2017, the first year of it. Our costs associated with it were 

higher and we introduced a full-time person in a commercial role. The investment 

was significant and we are seeing a very good picture over the past few years, our 

income is increasing and we are getting back to where we were, a little bit still to 

do, we have a delta of €12K before we break even and our target was to break even 

at the end of 3 years. While we haven’t achieved this, we have certainly made 

strides to do it and the momentum is strong and needs to continue going that way.  

 

The key revenue streams over the past 4 years have been subscriptions, the Annual 

Business Day, PMI meetings and the Charity Lunch.  The revenue streams have been 

growing from 2015, 2016, 2017 and now 2018 quite significantly.  

In particular, meetings in general is good to look at as they are more profitable, 

increased revenue and more people attending and we are getting sponsorship for 

them which means the quality is good.  

Our Business Day was excellent last year, and the Business Day of 2019 was about 

the same, only €2/3K in the difference as we spent more because of the 30th 

anniversary of the PMI. It is all positive and is going in the right direction.  

 

Our cost base, the PMI is a small outfit, we have one full-time employee and one 

part-time employee, so our personnel will always be the highest cost associated 

with the PMI. We have no offices, so we have no real overheads. During 2015/2016 

we had some redundancy costs. During 2017, we had Fiona as a full-time employee 

for the first full year and in 2018 full-time costs and bonuses.    

 

So, the key profit activities, the 4-year analysis. (Note: Fiona covered this) is to show 

how profitability of the activities over a 4-year period and to break down into the 

main events. We are trying new things and it is working which is great for the 

sustainability of the PMI.  The Women in Leadership lunches only began in 2018, a 

new revenue steam, but it was to show how the profitability is going in each cluster 

event. We can see the events are growing – now structuring them across each 

event type.  The Great Debate in 2015 was not fantastic, didn’t run it in 2016 and 

2017 was very small and in 2018 it was the Biosimilars Forum to replace it and will 

run again this year, 2019. From a separate event to our Business day this was very 

profitable in a like for like scenario. The key message is that there are different 

types of revenue streams from different events as opposed to the traditional 

events which we had relied on.  

 

Membership Overview 



 

Our total membership numbers are at 412 YTD, up from 388. This may not look like 

progress but in an industry that has been contracting and companies stepping away 

from paying staff memberships and staff now needing to pay themselves and not 

able to expense the cost, this is a really good result. We could say that our market 

share has increased in a market that is contracting. To maintain the core 

membership and continue growing it is a good achievement. It is a testament to 

the new improved narrative of the PMI over the past year and people want to 

attend our events. We are keeping the membership and growing it. N.B – 

membership numbers actually 407 not 412, a correction made. 

 

Closing notes from last year’s AGM: 

• The restructuring process is complete 

• All “once-off” costs have been fully executed 

• A new team and activity schedule is in place  

• The Pharma Sector is more challenged than anticipated – May 2018 verses 

May 2017, still a tough industry to work it  

• Budget 2018 is close to break-even 

 

Now looking at the 2019 focus: 

• Key focus is maintaining positive momentum  

• Cost base has been stabilised – no additional costs anticipated  

• New team and activity schedule needs strong support – from the committee 

• Sector remains in “challenged mode”  

• Budget 2019 expects a positive contribution – budget break even expected, 

12 months behind schedule but this is where we need to balance the 

strategic objectives verses a P&L approach. The PMI is an Institute, it is not 

necessarily a business and while there is a business focus, the bigger picture 

is that the right things are done. 

 

Questions from the floor? 

Fergus McCauley - When will the accounts be available? 

The fully audited accounts are on the website from today.  

 

The Treasurers report was proposed by Finbarr Glennon and seconded by Rachel 

O’Beirne. 

 

Eoin then invited Fiona Dunphy PMI Commercial Manager to update the AGM on 

progress and activities. 

29 minutes: Fiona Dunphy - PMI Commercial Manager’s report: 



 

Fiona commenced her presentation by going over where we are, what went on last 

year, how the events evolved over the past 12 months, where we are in terms of 

sponsorship, what is planned for this year, our social media and membership in 

general.  

 

For last year, we went from 8 events in 2017 to 14 events in 2018. The new events 

were the Women in Leadership lunches, a new sector which proved to be very 

popular, our Educational Forum was the replacement for the Great Debate, it 

worked very well we will do something similar this year, our Annual Business Day 

which is our biggest event and the Charity Lunch.  

 

So far, we have run 3 events this year: 

• 2018 – Hot Topics 

• Women in Leadership  

• The Annual Business Day.  

 

In terms of our Business Day we had 157 attendees verses 150 last year (actual 

attendees who attended). We were 1 exhibitor down at our Business Day which 

was a FOC exhibitor who stepped out last minute. We had 19 exhibitors. We took 

feedback from last year and reduced the number of speakers as it was too busy 

during 2017. We have recorded it and put the videos on our members sections of 

the website which have proven to be very popular, especially the synopsis videos. 

We did increase our gross income but had a lower net profit due to the increased 

costs for the 30th celebration and additional evening speaker, decorations and food. 

The net income for 2019 Business Day was €36,371.77.  

 

We have 10 events still to come during 2019 which will be on the website over the 

coming months. In terms of profitability for the year, we are seeing growth and 

have the new series “Women in Leadership” and the “Educational Forum” which 

was strong last year. We have the Charity Lunch where we do not make a profit, 

but we have seen a good evolution. 

 

To break it out in terms of the various segments, you will see how we are doing 

growth wise from a profit point of view. In terms of the masterclasses, they have 

come down but we are bringing it up in other areas which is a focus for this year, 

2018.2019. Traditionally our Master Classes would have been profitable events, 

they do not cost a huge amount but bring in a lot of revenue. This is a focus for this 

year 2019.  

 



 

In relation to Sponsorship, you can see an evolution since 2016. It is growing nicely 

across all segments. It is difficult as there needs to be a lot more persuasion than 

previously. We deal with a lot of recurring companies who continue to support us, 

United Drug and Uniphar. We did have one supporter who, historically, was very 

supportive, who has stepped out completely and I have been re-assured that it is 

not the PMI and they have said they will still send people to our events, but they 

can no longer do corporate sponsorships but will support from the background. We 

are also bringing on additional sponsors – 2 new sponsors for the Business Day this 

year, 2019 – Janssen and RX Source and the others were repeat. Teneo were new 

last year, 2018.  

 

In terms of our website we are hitting higher, it is very active, particularly our home 

page. Our best page and most viewed so far is the 30th Business Day page and 

continues to be as people are coming to watch and access the speaker slides the 

videos.  Our LinkedIn page is up to 5,000 followers, they split between Ireland, UK 

and America prominently. We are really big in America. Our average gaining of 

followers a month is 120 people. Our Twitter page continues to grow, 355 followers 

- it is small as it is corporate, rather than people that follow us. It is stronger around 

events because there is a lot of live Tweeting, so we find a big surge in people 

viewing the page and then drops back off again.  

 

In respect of our Membership – it is currently at 407 and year-to-date we have 29 

new members, we have lost 5 already which were people who cancelled.  The 

numbers that have been removed are the same as most years in the past, between 

50 and 60 members. We are at 407 YTD which is higher than where we closed last 

December at 381.  

 

Finally, to re-iterate what Eoin has said, this is where we are. I am in the role 2 ½ 

years and this is a lot of what I am looking at. Engagement levels with members but 

also sponsors, and to get that involvement it is very much around the CONNECT 

part so it is much more of a connection and making the PMI a relevant body.  

 

Fiona then called on Rachel for election of officers and committee members for 

2018.2019. 

 

Rachel O’Beirne – Honorary Secretary: 

 

Election of New Committee: 

Rachel invited any nominations for candidates for 2019.2020 Executive Committee 

from the floor – none were forthcoming.  



 

 

Rachel then formally read into the minutes the names of the nominees for 

2019.2020 Executive Committee along with Proposer and Seconder. 

 

Position   Nominee   Proposer   Seconder 

President  Padrai g Ryan  2018 AGM  2018 AGM 

Vice President Margaret Drysdale Padraig Ryan  Rachel O’Beirne 

Hon Secretary  Rachel O’Beirne  Padraig Ryan  Hilary Timoney 

Hon Treasurer  Hilary Timoney  Rachel O’Beirne  Bethann Doherty 

Educ Officer   Bethann Doherty  Rachel O’Beirne  Hilary Timoney 

Exec. Members  Liam Regan  Padraig Ryan  Rachel O’Beirne 

Exec. Members  Emma Walshe  Padraig Ryan  Rachel O’Beirne 

Exec. Members  Fergus Gallagher Padraig Ryan  Rachel O’Beirne 

Exec. Members Deirdre Kelly  Hilary Timoney  Bethann Doherty 

Exec. Members  Peter Tobin   Rachel O’Beirne  Padraig Ryan 

Exec. Members Shane O’Connor  Padraig Ryan  Rachel O’Beirne 

Exec. Members  Sharon Rice   David Keyes   Stephen O’Donoghue 

 

Do I have a proposer and seconder to proceed as outlined above?  

Proposed by Shane Fitzgerald and Seconded by Declan Conolly. 

 

Under our existing articles, the committee is empowered to appoint or second 

extra member nominations for our committee to be ratified at next AGM, or EGM 

if sooner. 

 

Introduction to Vice President: 

Rachel introduced the newly appointed Vice President, Margaret Drysdale.  

A graduate of Queen’s University, Belfast who started in the pharmaceutical 

industry as a GP Representative in Northern Ireland. Margaret has 23 years 

commercial experience with Monmouth, Shire and Takeda in Sales, Marketing & 

Market Access. She is the Business Unit Head for Genetic Diseases and 

Haematology and lives in Ratoath. Margaret is married and has two teenage 

children.  

 

Motions arising from the meeting? Or indeed any other business? 

We had 1 motion to be ratified by the 2019 AGM.  

Fergus McCauley was given PMI Honorary Life Membership. 



 

Rachel said a few words about him: Fergus has been a loyal and committed member 

of our committee since 2008.  He has helped with many aspects of the Institute and 

events over the years. And it was with great pleasure he was given this award, as 

discussed during the 2018 Annual Charity Lunch. I think we are all honoured to have 

worked alongside him and wish him well in the future.  

 

Do I have a proposer and seconder to proceed with the motion?  

Proposed by Declan Connolly and Seconded by Finbarr Glennon. 

 

Are there any other Motions or notice from the floor? Or indeed any AOB? 

No 

 

As it appears we don’t have any motions from the floor we can now move to the 

final part of our meeting. 

 

Rachel progressed to the Ratification of the Memorandum and Articles 2019 as 

publicly outlined for membership review over the previous 30 days.  

The ratification was proposed by Finbarr Glennon and seconded by Shane 

Fitzgerald. 

 

Apologies and regrets: The following kindly notified The PMI that they were not 

available to attend the 2019 AGM. Namely:  David Keyes, Hilary Timoney, Peter 

Daly, Emma Walshe, Fergus Gallagher, Tom Murphy, Christy Canavan and Frank 

Guy. 
 

Handover of office: 

As per the hand over of chain, I introduced Padraig Ryan, our president for the year 

2019.2020.  

 

Greeting from Padraig: 

Padraig thanked Eoin McAtamney for the past 2 ½ years, for having been 

nominated by himself and David Keyes. He thanked Margaret Drysdale for stepping 

into the Vice President position and confirmed how he was looking forward to 

working with her and how they share a common vision. Padraig also welcomed the 

new members of the committee. He thanked everyone for attending the 2019 AGM 

and looks forward to the upcoming PMI events.  

 

Comments from Declan Connolly & Finbarr Glennon. 



 

On behalf of the board, Declan congratulated all and thanked the committee who 

have done a great job, in particular looking the financials which are in good shape. 

He confirmed that the PMI is on a good trajectory and to hopefully keep that going 

into next year. Extremely well done! Declan confirmed that Finbarr is the incoming 

Chair of the Board. 

 

Finbarr added thank you to Declan and the board. He added that it is so important 

to have good governance, good transparency and good honest people working 

within the Institute. We have all the above and Declan has confirmed that this is 

what I am stepping into, that the PMI is in good shape but to remember that there 

is constant change. Its about moving upwards and continuing with the hard work. 

Finally Finbarr wished Padraig the best of Luck and to enjoy and have fun during his 

year as president. 

 

Comments from Fiona:  

Just to build on what Finbarr said around the accountability, transparency and the 

financial side of business. It is Clodagh who looks after all this, who does a stunning 

job with the audited accounts. I would like to thank Clodagh as she does an amazing 

job and she needs to be recognised for this. 

 

Rachel then deemed the 2018 AGM to be closed. 

 

Can I also please ask the new committee for 2019/2010 to remain in the room for 

a brief introductory meeting?  

 

Rachel O’Beirne 

PMI Hon Secretary 2018/2019 


